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Abstract. Pronouns are commonly omitted in Chinese as well as other
pro-drop languages, which causes a significant challenge to neural ma-
chine translation (NMT) between pro-drop and non-pro-drop languages.
In this work, we propose a method to both automatically detect the
dropped pronouns (DPs) and recover their translation equivalences rather
than their original forms in source sentences. The detection and recovery
are simultaneously performed as a sequence labeling task on source sen-
tences. The recovered translation equivalences of DPs are incorporated
into NMT as external lexical knowledge via a tagging mechanism. Ex-
perimental results on a large-scale Chinese-English dialogue translation
corpus demonstrate that the proposed method is able to achieve a signif-
icant improvement over a strong baseline and is better than the method
of recovering the original forms of DPs.

Keywords: Neural machine translation · Dropped pronouns · Tag-
ging mechanism.

1 Introduction

In languages like Chinese and Japanese, there is a habitual phenomenon where if
the pronouns are possible to be inferred from the surrounding context or dialog,
most pronouns will be omitted to make sentences brief and clear. Such languages
are known as pro-drop languages. Although the omissions of these pronouns are
generally not problematic for human, they are very challenging for machine,
especially when a machine translation system is used to translate dialogue and
conversation text from pro-drop languages to non-pro-drop languages. This is
illustrated by the examples shown in Fig. 1.

According to our statistics on a large Chinese-English dialogue corpus, about
26% pronouns in Chinese are omitted. And around 72% of them cannot be re-
covered and correctly translated by our strong NMT [1] baseline system. The
failure in translating these omitted pronouns will seriously degrade the fluency
and readability of translations in non-pro-drop languages (e.g., English). Trans-
lating these DPs is different from translating other words which are already in
source sentences. We need to first infer omitted pronouns in the source language
according to the context and discourse of them.
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Ref:     Did   you bake it ?

Src:    

1

NMT:    Are   you baked ?

Src:  

Ref:   I spend my    whole   life .2

NMT:    I spend whole   life .

Fig. 1. Examples of dropped pronouns in Chinese-English translation.

A variety of efforts have been made for DPs translation in the context of
statistical machine translation. These efforts recover the omitted pronouns in
the source language either manually or automatically. The automatic methods
normally use a small-scale source-language dataset, where DPs are manually
recovered and annotated, as the training corpus to construct a DPs recovery
model. There are three issues with this source-side DPs annotation method.
First, it is time-consuming to build such an annotation corpus. Second, as the size
of the manually built DPs annotation corpus is normally not big due to the cost,
the accuracy of the DPs recovery model trained on this corpus is normally not
high and the model is not easy to be adapted to different domains. Finally, the
recovered DPs in pro-drop languages may be ambiguous for being translated into
non-pro-drop languages. For example, if we translate from Chinese to English,
‘我’ in Chinese can be corresponding to both ‘me’ and ‘I’ in English, but only
one is suitable for specific sentence components.

In order to handle the issues mentioned above and inspired by Wang et
al. [13], we propose a new approach to automatically recover and translate DPs
in the source language. Instead of recovering DPs in their original forms, we
automatically recover their translations in appropriate positions in source sen-
tences. On a large-scale word-aligned bilingual training corpus, we can easily
detect the translations of source-side DPs in the target non-pro-drop language.
These translations can be further aligned to placeholders in the source language
where the omitted pronouns should be inserted. In this way, we can recover DPs’
translations in the source language. This will allow us to train a new DPs recov-
ery model that recovers the target counterparts of DPs, rather than themselves.
We refer to this model as the DPs equivalence recovery model (DP_ERM).
Since the equivalence recovery procedure can be automatically performed on
word-aligned bilingual corpus, we can easily obtain a large-scale corpus to train
our model which can be cast as a sequence labeling model. The manual annota-
tion of DPs is completely not necessary in our approach. Source sentences with
recovered DPs translations are then feed into an NMT model. Since source sen-
tences are now mixed with both the source and target language, we treat the
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translations of DPs as external lexical knowledge, which is then incorporated
into the NMT model via a tagging mechanism.

We examine the effect of the proposed method on Chinese-English trans-
lation task. Experimental results on large-scale subtitle corpora show that our
approach can significantly improve the translation performance in terms of trans-
lating DPs. Furthermore, the proposed DPs equivalence recovery approach is
better than the conventional DPs recovery in NMT. Interestingly, the better
the recovered translations of DPs, the larger the performance gap between the
proposed approach and the conventional method.

2 Related Work

One line of work that is closely related to the dropped pronoun resolution is
zero pronoun resolution (ZR) which is a sub-direction of co-reference resolu-
tion (CR). The difference between these DPs and ZR tasks is that ZR contains
three steps (namely zero pronoun detection, anaphoricity determination and co-
reference linking) whereas the dropped pronoun resolution task only contains
detection and recovery. Some studies use the ZR approaches to address the
dropped pronoun resolution by using a rule-based procedure (based on full con-
stituency parses) to identify DPs slots and candidate antecedents. Zhao and
Ng [17] develop such a method that uses a decision tree classifier to assign DPs
to antecedents. Furthermore, Yang et al. [15] employ a similar approach, where
they use a more sophisticated rule-based approach (based on verbal logic valence
theory) to identify dropped pronoun slots. Chen and Ng [4] propose an SVM
classifier with 32 features including lexical, syntactical rules to detect DPs.

Another line that is related to dropped pronoun resolution is Empty Category
(EC) [3] detection and resolution as DPs can be considered as one type of empty
categories. EC resolution aims to recover long-distance dependencies and certain
dropped elements [14]. Kong and Zhou [6] follow the idea of EC resolution to
develop a method that recursively applies a “linear tagger” to tag each word with
a single empty category or none so as to tackle the dropped pronoun problem.

Both zero pronoun and empty category based resolutions have made great
progress. However, more and more recent efforts pay attention to DPs and treat
the dropped pronoun resolution as an independent task. Taira et al. [11] try
to improve Japanese-English translation by inserting DPs into input sentences
via simple rule-based methods. Yang et al. [16] first propose to recover DPs in
Chinese text message. They train a 17-class maximum entropy classifier to assign
words to one of 16 types of DPs or “none”. Each assigned label indicates whether
a corresponding dropped pronoun is preceding the word. Their classifier explores
lexical, part-of-speech tags, and parse-based features. Wang et al. [13] propose to
label DPs with parallel training data. All these efforts have improved translation
quality by recovering DPs. Our work is significantly different from them in that
we recover the translation equivalences of DPs rather than their original forms
in the source language. This allows to avoid the translation ambiguities where a
source pronoun can be translated differently.
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3 Background: Attention-Based NMT Architecture

The attention-based NMT is based on an RNN Encoder-Decoder architecture.
It contains two components: one is an encoder part and the other is a decoder
one. Here, we briefly describe the whole framework.

For the encoder part, an encoder first reads a sequence of vectors X =
(x1, x2, ..., xT ) which represents a sentence and among it, X is the input sen-
tence that we want to translate, xj is the jth word embedding in the sentence.
Given an input xt and the previous hidden state ht−1, the RNN encoder can be
formulated as follows:

ht = f(xt, ht−1) (1)

ct =

Tx∑
j=1

αtjhj (2)

αtj =
exp(etj)∑Tx

k=1 exp(etk)
(3)

etj = a(st−1, hj) (4)

where, ct is the context vector, αtj is the weight of hj computed by considering
its relevance to the predicted target word, and etj is an alignment model.

As for the decoder, it consists of another RNN network. Given the context
vector ct calculated from the encoder and all the previously predicted target
words {y0, y1, ..., yt−1}, the target translation Y can be predicted by

P (Y ) =

T∏
t=1

p(yt|{y0, y1, y2, ..., yt−1}, ct) (5)

where Y = (y0, y1, y2, ..., yT ).
The probability for predicting each target word is computed as follows:

p(yt|{y0, y1, y2, ..., yt−1}, ct) = g(yt−1, st, ct) (6)

among which, g often uses a softmax function to compute and st is the hidden
state of the decoder RNN which is computed by st = f(yt−1, st−1, ct).

4 DPs Equivalence Recovery Model

In this section, we describe the DPs equivalence recovery model (DP_ERM) in
detail. We also introduce the training and inference process of the DP_ERM.

4.1 The Model

The detection of DPs and the recovery of their translation equivalences can be
considered as a sequence labeling task. The translation equivalences of all DPs
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are in a finite set, which are to be predicted in DP_ERM. Following Lample
et al. [7], we use the combination of a bidirectional long short-term memory
model (BiLSTM) and a conditional random field model (CRF) to deal with
the DPs sequence labeling task, which we refer to as BiLSTM-CRF model. The
architecture of the combined model is shown in Fig. 2.

forward

backward

CRF 

layer

Bi-LSTM 

encoder

Fig. 2. The BiLSTM-CRF model.

On the one hand, the BiLSTM model is able to capture the left and right con-
textual information for each word through the forward and backward LSTM
RNN. On the other hand, the CRF model is capable of exploring arbitrary fea-
tures that capture relations between labels in neighborhoods making joint and
globally optimal decisions instead of independent decisions on each individual
position. The combination of BiLSTM and CRF enables DP_ERM to preserve
these two strengths for recovering DPs equivalences. Similar to Lample et al. [7],
the BiLSTM layer obtains the preliminary results Pi,j , which corresponds to jth

tag score of the ith word in a sentence. The CRF network is used as the second
layer and utilizing the features extracted by BiLSTM layer to perform the sen-
tence level tagging. The parameter of the CRF layer is a matrix A, where Ai,j

is the score of a transition from the tag i to the tag j. Given a sentence X, if
y = (y0, y1, y2, ..., yn) is the label sequence of the sentence X, then the score of
the label sequence y is computed as follows:

s(X, y) =

n∑
i=0

Ayi,yi+1
+

n∑
i=1

Pi,yi
(7)

where y0 and yn correspond to start and end tags of a sentence separately.
Finally, a softmax function is used to determine the probability of the label
sequence y, which is defined as follows:

p(y|X) =
es(X,y)∑
es(X,y)

(8)
.

4.2 Training and Inference Process of the DP_ERM
In order to train DP_ERM, we need to obtain a training corpus where each
translation equivalence is recovered in source sentences. Given a parallel cor-
pus, we first use Giza++ [8] to get a word alignment between each source and
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target sentence. With word alignments, we can easily detect which pronouns on
the target side are aligned to null on the source side. These null-aligned target
pronouns are candidates of translation equivalences for DPs on the source side.
Next, we detect the exact positions of these DPs in source sentences via the
null-aligned target pronouns, we find that it is possible to first detect an approx-
imate position for a DP in the source sentence. If the target words before and
after an unaligned target pronoun are aligned to source words, we consider the
approximate position of the DPs corresponding to the unaligned target pronoun
in-between the source words that are aligned to the target words proceeding and
succeeding the unaligned target pronoun, just like examples shown in Fig. 3.

Do not   tell   Rachel   ,   see   you   later   .

1

When   I   move   in   ,   can   I   get   a   bubble   machine   ? 

2

Fig. 3. Examples of word alignments between DPs and their translation equivalences.

After finding the possible positions of DPs, we put all source pronouns corre-
sponding to those unaligned target pronouns into every possible position sepa-
rately. In this way, we generate multiple source sentences with recovered DPs,
which all correspond to the same source sentence with pronouns omitted. We
then employ an n-gram language model (LM) [2] which pre-trained on a large-
scale source corpus to score these candidate positions and select the lowest per-
plexity one as the final sequence to insert the translation equivalences of DPs.
After that, we use the processed training data to train the DP_ERM.

For inference process, we train a BiLSTM-CRF model [5] on the corpus
created above and use the pre-trained model to recover translation equivalence
of each dropped pronoun for each source sentence of the test data. We regard
the DPs translation recovery on the test data as a sequence labeling problem
where labels are pronoun translations. There are 32 labels (i.e., none, I, me, you,
he, him, she, her, it, we, us, they, them, my, mine, your, yours, his, hers, its, our,
ours, their, theirs, myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves,
and themselves) in total.

5 Translating Source Sentences with Translation
Equivalences of DPs

We use a tagging mechanism to translate source sentences with annotated target
pronouns in NMT. The tagging mechanism requires change neither in the NMT
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network architecture nor in the decoding algorithm. We just add two markers
“<tag>” and “</tag>” to the beginning and the end of each DP equivalence
(DPE) automatically annotated on the source side by the pre-trained BiLSTM-
CRF model. Similarly, we add these markers to each DPE on the target side ac-
cordingly. By using such tagged instances in training data, we suspect that NMT
model can automatically learn translation patterns triggered by these tags. Once
the markers appear, NMT model considers that a special zone begins and copy
the special zone into target translation surrounding by “<tag>” and “</tag>”
according to the learned patterns. The tagging mechanism we introduce is illus-
trated in Fig. 4.

NMT

src : you ?    trg: you sure you wanna do this ?

src : <tag> you </tag> ?    trg: you sure <tag> you </tag> wanna do this ?

Tagging

Training

Fig. 4. NMT training process with the tagging mechanism.

6 Experiments

Experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed method on a large-scale
Chinese-English dialog corpus [12] with more than two million sentence pairs
(movie or TV episode subtitles). The detailed statistics of data are listed in
Table 1.

In order to obtain good word alignments, we ran Giza++ [8] on the created
training data together with another larger parallel subtitle corpora3. Further-
more, we pre-trained a tri-gram language model using SRI Language Toolkit
[10]. Also, we used the FoolNLTK Toolkit4 to train the BiLSTM-CRF sequence
labeling model on the training corpus. We then used the pre-trained model to
assign DPEs to proper positions of source sentences. Almost 90% of DPs were
recovered thanks to the alignment information of parallel training corpus.

We used the FoolNLTK Toolkit which contains the BiLSTM and CRF model
as mentioned before to train the DP_ERM on the training corpus as shown
in Table 1. We then used the pre-trained DP_ERM to assign 32 labels (as
mentioned in Section 4.2) to each position on the source sentences of both the
development(tune) set and test set, as shown in Table 1.
3 The data were obtained from the website http://opus.nlpl.eu/.
4 An Open-source toolkit at https://github.com/rockyzhengwu/FoolNLTK.
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Table 1. Statistics of the experimental datasets.

Data Number of sentences Number of Zh prons Number of En prons
Train 2.15M 12.1M 16.6M
Tune 1.09K 6.67K 9.25K
Test 1.15K 6.71K 9.49K

To train the NMT model with the tagging mechanism introduced in Section
5. We limit the vocabularies to most frequent 30K words in both Chinese and
English, covering approximately 97.3% and 99.3% of the words in the two lan-
guages separately, and then merge the two vocabularies. The maximum length
of sentences is set to be longer than 50 for both the source and target side
due to the insertion of extra tagging labels <tag> and </tag>, and thus we
have the same number of training sentences as for the baseline. Except that,
all the settings are the same as those in our baseline model RNNSearch. The
dimension of word embedding is 620 and the size of the hidden layer is set to
1000. Mini-batches were shuffled during training process with a mini-batch size
of 80. Additionally, during decoding process, we use the beam-search algorithm
to optimize the prediction process and the beam size is set to 10.

For end-to-end evaluation, case-insensitive BLEU [9] is used to measure
translation performance and manual evaluation is used to measure recovered
DP_ERM quality. We evaluate the numbers and corresponding rate for recov-
ered pronouns using the DP_ERM, the most frequent 3 kinds of recovered DPs
in the training and test data together with their corresponding distributions are
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Percentages of recovered pronouns in the training and test set.

recovered DPs (training set) Numbers (ratio）
“it” 85250 (22%)
“i” 85029 (21%)

“you” 78717 (20%)
recovered DPs (test set) Numbers (ratio）

“you” 48 (47%)
“it” 29 (19%)
“i” 19 (18%)

Additionally, we also evaluated the accuracy of translating tagged pronouns us-
ing NMT with the tagging mechanism in it and find out that the accuracy of
translating DPs with the tagging mechanism based NMT is 96.1%.
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7 Results and Analysis

7.1 Overall Results

Table 3 summarizes the results of translation performance on the Chinese-
English corpus with DPs. “Baseline” was trained and evaluated on the original
training and test data. “+ DPEs_manual” indicates that the system is trained
on the training data with DPEs being automatically annotated according to
word alignments and tested on the test set with manually annotated DPEs. And
the “+ DPs_manual” indicates a system trained and tested with DPs (auto-
matically annotated on the training set and manually annotated on the test set)
rather than DPEs. The suffix “_ref” represents a system that is evaluated on
the test set annotated with DPs or translation equivalences of DPs according to
reference translations. And the suffix “_seqlabel” indicates systems evaluated
on the test set annotated with DPs (method of Wang et al. [13]) or DPEs via
the pre-trained sequence labeling model described in Section 4. It can be clearly
observed that the proposed DP_ERM which recovers translation equivalences
of DPs and translates DPE-annotated source sentences with the tagging mech-
anism is significantly better than the method that recovers source DPs rather
than DPEs in all cases.
As shown in Table 3, the proposed method which recovers the translation equiv-
alences of DPs and translates the DPE-annotated source sentences with the
tagging mechanism can significantly improves the translation quality in all cases
over recovering source DPs. However, the baseline only achieves 32.04 in BLEU
score on the test set, where there are 3 references per source sentence. From the
results, machine translation of dialogue from a pro-drop language to a non-pro-
drop language is still a challenge for NMT.

We achieve + 4.18 BLEU points over the baseline if we manually recover
source DPs and + 2.98 if we automatically recover them according to reference
translations. These improvements go further to + 5.57 and + 3.94 BLEU points
if we recover DPEs, about 1 BLEU point higher than those with DPs. If we
perform DPE/DPs recovery via the fully automatic sequence labeling method
in Section 4, we achieve improvements of + 1.17 and + 0.54 BLEU points. From
the results, recovering DPEs is proved to be better than Wang et al.’s work [13]
in recovering DPs.

7.2 Effect of Recovered DPEs

We further conducted three experiments to compare with three different meth-
ods. As shown in Table 4, note that “+ DPEs_manual” means annotating DPs
with corresponding target equivalences, and “+ DPs_manual” just annotates
DPs with their original forms in the source language, and “+ half_manual”
means that we recover source DPs first and then manually translate them into
the counterparts in the target language. From the results, using “+ half_manual”
to recover the DPs can still gain 0.19 BLEU points over the “+ DPs_manual”,
which indicates the advantage of recovering DPEs over DPs.
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Table 3. BLEU scores of different DPs recovery methods.

System Test (BLEU) ∆

Baseline 32.04 —
+ DPEs_manual 37.61 + 5.57
+ DPs_manual 36.22 + 4.18
+ DPEs_ref 35.98 + 3.94
+ DPs_ref 35.02 + 2.98
+ DPEs_seqlabel 33.21 + 1.17
+ DPs_seqlabel (Wang et al. [13]) 32.58 + 0.54

Table 4. BLEU scores of different methods recovering DPs on training data.

System Test (BLEU) ∆

+ DPEs_manual 37.61 + 5.57
+ half_manual 36.41 + 4.37
+ DPs_manual 36.22 + 4.18

7.3 Analysis on the DPEs Labeling Accuracy

We compare the labeling accuracy of different methods: manual recovery (MR),
automatic recovery according to reference translations (RR) and completely au-
tomatic recovery (AR) via BiLSTM-CRF as shown in Table 5. We find that when
treating recovery of DPs as sequence labeling problem, we achieve a relatively
low F1 score. This suggests that automatically detecting DPEs in appropriate
positions is nontrivial and challenging. Our DP_ERM can be further improved
if we have better detected DPEs, and we will leave this to our future work.

The precisions and recalls of different DPE recovery methods are listed in
Table 5. From the table, MR obtains the highest F1 score of 76%. The RR and
AR have no alignment information. Therefore, they obtain a lower precision of
69% and 44% respectively. Furthermore, when treating the recovery of DPs as a
sequence labeling problem, it can only recover DPs like ‘I’, ‘me’, ‘it’, ‘you’ and so
on due to little information learned from the training process and mismatching
with surrounding context. Except for ‘it’, other pronouns seriously depend on
the surrounding information of a sentence which is the reason for the low BLEU
score of the translation of DPs.

Table 5. Precisions and Recalls for different methods of recovering DPs.

Method Precision Recall F1
manual recovery (MR) 69% 84% 76%
recovery by references (RR) 80% 29% 43%
fully automatic recovery (AR) 44% 12% 19%
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7.4 Translation Examples

In this section, we present some examples of translating recovered dropped pro-
nouns with our proposed method to show the actual effectiveness of the pro-
posed method. The examples are shown in Table 6. From these examples, we
can obviously find that the dropped pronouns in source sentences are success-
fully detected and recovered with their translation equivalences first and then
translated into the target translations by NMT.

Table 6. Examples of translations with DPEs recovered by DPERM.

Input (你) 想不想听一件奇怪的事?
Ref do you want to hear something weird ?

Baseline want to hear something weird ?
+ DPEs <tag> you </tag> want to hear something weird ?

Input 下次 (我们) 见到他们, (我们) 就告诉他们
Ref next time we see them , we ’ll just tell them .

Baseline see them next time . tell them .
+ DPEs next time <tag> we </tag> see them , <tag> we </tag> ’ll tell them .

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a method to recover DPs for NMT from a pro-drop
language to a non-pro-drop language. We train a sequence labeling style de-
tector to automatically detect DPs and recover their translation equivalences
rather than themselves. The detector is a BiLSTM-CRF model pre-trained on
the training data, where dropped pronoun equivalences are recovered according
to word alignments. The pre-trained detector is then used to infer the transla-
tion equivalences of DPs on test set. The recovered DPEs are translated into
the target language via the tagging mechanism. Experiments on a large-scale
Chinese-English dialog corpus show that recovering DPEs in source sentences
has made a greater improvement than recovering DPs in the source sentence. In
our future work, we plan to further improve the accuracy of recovering transla-
tion equivalences of DPs.
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